
SE 492 Biweekly Report

Group 12

Make Recipes Readable Again

Client/Advisor: Mat Wymore

Team Members:

John Paton - Team Lead

Brett Knous - Meeting Scribe

Luke Knous - Test Facilitator

Vismay Gehlot - Design Facilitator

Rithwik Gokhale - Report Facilitator

Weekly Summary: Vismay, Rithwik, and Luke worked together on the frontend design while

John and Brett focused on creating functional requests from websites to be parsed and have

data extracted.

Past Week Accomplishments: Finalized color scheme and other design elements. The page

design is complete as well and several pages are implemented. On the backend side of things,

we have functional fetch requests and can begin work on parsing the data.

Pending issues:  None

Individual Contributions:

Name Individual
Contributions

This week’s hours Cumulative hours

John Worked to find a
functional method of
crawling through

8 22



websites and parsing
data properly.

Brett Helped discover the
need for some form
of a server to make
get http requests
since React has a
security limit.
Researched tools
and solutions to
creating a basic
server.

7 24

Luke Worked with Rithwik
to research UI and
color schemes for the
front end react app.
We presented the
options to the rest of
the team and started
working to finalize the
patterns and apply
them to the
application.

10 23

Vismay Worked with front
end to research UI
and color, mapped
out and refreshed
memory on basic
button layouts as well
as connecting pages
to other pages.
Became more
familiar with different
features such as drop
down and scroll
selections

9 17

Rithwik Worked with the front
end team members
to research UI and
color schemes.
Options were
presented to the
theme and the
finalized design
pattern is being
applied to the pages

10 19



Plans for the upcoming week:

● Finish updating the design schemes of the app pages with the new colors.

● Start creating basic test plans for the different frontend features.

● Begin parsing through requested HTML data.


